President elect Richard M. Nixon, in his feel that it would have been demonstrators in general ignores Puerto A total of three gunmen yesterday in the second such hijacking in a billion dollar speculation against francs in world money markets.

Once again that life is a struggle, that success takes effort and that freedom of others and impose their own personal convictions on other.

In a free society like the University, this is completely out of one's sphere of influence by any vote, which to consider. At this juncture, it seems to me that the whole community must take a stand, the Student Life Council, the Faculty Senate and the Administration. Most universities already have stated clearly that while peaceful protest is legitimate, protest that infringes on the rights of others are not. Every university with a community that normal functions of the University is cause for separating from the community to maintain order. This is a first duty, on the whole University community, as an open society, is to preserve its own freedom of action to obstruct the freedom of others and impose their personal convictions on others.

The University president, who was here during part of the protest and spoke with several participants, had not previously made any public statement on the matter. Hague emphasized the importance of the response of the whole "University community" to any further actions on the part of the administration.

McCarragher Supports

Vice President for Student Affairs Rev. Charles L. McCarragher supported the action of the letter. "I do believe in the general principle of the letter. Rights to freedom of speech. I understand one student had to have it. I think I should have been allowed to have it on campus. They (the protesters) told us we were not going to interfere, Mr. McCarragher said.

"University of Notre Dame's decision not to make any unilateral decisions but rather to await the recommendations of the various campus groups. We wanted the recommendations of the tri-partite group. This is a better system for the democratic way of decision, McCarragher said.

University President Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh will issue a statement today on last week's Dow/CIA demonstra- 
tions. The statement, published in the form of a letter, upholds the right of the demonstrators to protest, but suggests that through the lie-in Wednesday evening's Abortion

May I add that no one in this community should be forced to do something inhuman such as walking on others to exercise normal freedom of action. A small minority may exercise leadership, but there is a great difference between leadership and tyranny. Last Wednesday's performance was clearly tyranny. I sincerely invite this community to declare itself, through its proper representatives. If there is no strong is who will be tyrannized next, for whatever reason, or on whatever pretext, with or without sincere interest in what happens, it is a very special kind of place if it can't establish its standards and maintain them. If you establish them clearly, I would like your support with your support. These are my reactions and my call to action—as clearly and as frankly as I can. I would act with all of us must have time identified with a weakness or lack of leadership in not doing, however, I much prefer to appeal to you, for this is your community and your University and it cannot be what it should be without your support.

Sincerely yours, in Notre Dame, James Theodore M. Hesburgh CSC President

P.S. One last reaction: while I believe that the students involved in last week's demonstration should be cited as violating established standards, and put on probation, I would be inclined to use the occasion for greater profits in the future by not suspending them from the University completely. Young people are under great strains today, and we should all be sensitive to their feelings. I take full responsibility from here on that so is the University. If it goes under, so do all of us and our life commitment.

Nixon May Send Lodge to Paris Talks

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President elect Richard M. Nixon, in his promised shakeup of the State Department, may appoint Henry Cabot Lodge to replace W. Averell Harriman as chief U.S. negotiator at the Paris peace talks, sources said yesterday. Lodge was once a Harvard law student who became a Republican and is known for his pro-business views. He is also the son of former New York Governor Nathan L. H原文最后一段的翻译如下：

"I think that the context of the first half of the postscript is for the political board to decide and any comment from any official prejudiced the system and the operation of justice under that system."

"Political Move"

Timothy McCurry, a participant in the demonstrations, said that he felt the letter not only showed a poor understanding of the demonstration itself, but that it was largely "a political move." He urged that "the name of the game in playing has to be pointed out. Hague is trying to drive a wedge between the demonstration and the bulk of the University community. This is a conscious and calculated political move, designed to discredit the left at Notre Dame."

In support of this contention, Hague pointed out that Father Hague by speaking of the demonstrators in general ignores the fact that the main body of the demonstrators were not involved in the lie-in and were actually disassociated from it. Hague explained what he felt were Hague's tactics, by suggesting that Hague was now known that he cannot get away with dictating the University policy as he did last year in the case of the three students on Disciplinary probation for par- 
erial violations. In the letter he appeared to argue, suggested, to step back from the disciplinary problem, by demanding a re- vision of the demonstrations. In effect, however, by his accusa- 
tion of tyranny, he is doing the opposite, i.e. he is trying to control the com- 
munity decision.

Experts Debate Abortion Issue

The legal, moral, philosophical, medical, and economic aspects of abortion were discussed from divergent stands and exposed to penetrating questions at last evening's Abortion Conference sponsored by the Academic Community of the Student Union.

Dr. Sophia Kleeman of the New England Medical Center supported liberalized abortion laws for socio-economic reasons. Dr. Kleeman called birth control programs "morally wrong, socially responsible of our society." She said that from her 43 years of experience in obstetrics and gynecology, she had become appalled at the inequality the law imposed upon women because they lack the money to procure a doctor to perform an abortion. She declared that the lives of women are too precious to sacrifice. She said that abortion is a moral evasion. Although she has no pat answer on whether killing a woman is any better than allowing a woman to die, she believes that the law should be changed.

Dr. Callahan, a former editor of "Cammocon" followed Dr. Kleeman in the podium and also followed her support for more liberal abortion legislations. Callahan believed that the problem of abortion has no pat answer which could satisfy the complexity of the dilemma. Callahan favored "a very permissive abortion law with the least legal restrictions and the least legal penalties for the rich and penalize the poor who must face the often illegal abortion route."

Daniel Callahan, a former editor of "Cammocon" followed Dr. Kleeman in the podium and also followed her support for more liberal abortion legislations. Callahan believed that the problem of abortion has no pat answer which could satisfy the complexity of the dilemma. Callahan favored a "very permissive abortion law with the least legal restrictions and the least legal penalties for the rich and penalize the poor who must face the often illegal abortion route."

Last Issue Until Dec. 3

Today's OBSERVER will be the last issue before Thanksgiving recess. Daily publication will resume with the issue of Tuesday, December 3, if the staff returns from Thanksgiving vacation and if Editor in Chief William (Cool Hand) Lukiw swings down from his tree house in Connersville, Indiana.
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SDS Huddles with PMC

A loosely organized group of liberal students under the title of the Permanent Mobilization Committee met Saturday to discuss their association with the SDS.

Dennis Durr, the temporary chairman, felt that the SDS was the major driving force behind the demonstrations, and that their group and the SDS were just "needless duplication of efforts."

He outlined the advantages of joining forces with SDS at a treasury at their disposal, plenty of literature, and an office for a base of operation.

However, many members thought that their group was a collection of individuals allowed the expression of their liberal ideas without subjection to the SDS. They did not believe in everything that the SDS was doing locally and nationally. Also, the name SDS would hinder their progress rather than help it, because of the name's reputation. After the discussion, during decided to let the matter rest for awhile and to keep the group together.

The group then discussed the different projects for the year. In connection with the Council of Churches, they are trying to set up a deft counseling service for South Bend high school students. They are also conducting general research into the structure of the University, the Grape Boycott, Community work with the poor whites, and an Educational Committee.

Durr stated that they must follow up their demonstrations with a justification of their actions and a continued pressure after their demonstrations.

Manderau Here

Jean-Louis Manderau, Consul General of France, will speak on "Political and Economic Conditions of France" at 4:00 pm in the Library Auditorium.

RIVER PARK THEATER
2029 MISHAWAKA AVE.
285-3485

Monday & Tuesday
Joanne Woodward
rachel

Starts Wednesday

WEST SIDE STORY

Metra Goldmark Mayor presents a George London production

THE SHOES OF THE FISHERMAN

Anthony Quinn · Oskar Werner
David Janssen · Vittorio De Scalco
Leo McKern · Sir John Gielgud
Barbara Jefford · Rosemary Dexter

Sir Laurence Olivier

Tickets now at box office or by mail:

SCHEDULE OF PERFORMANCES AND PRICES: May, through June: Tues., Wed., Fri., & Sat. at 8:00 p.m.; Sat. at 4:00 p.m.; Sun. at 2:30 p.m. Prices: $5.95; $4.50; $2.95; $2.00; $1.50; Sun. at 2:30 p.m., $1.50; Sun. at 5:00 p.m., $1.50. Student, $2.50; Children under 12, $1.00. To access the mezzanine, use the entrance at the rear of the auditorium. The mezzanine seats may be purchased for $5.95.

For tickets, call 224-7666.

Stereo Systems and Tape Recorders

At Catalogue Prices.

Craig · Scott
AmpeX · Kenwood
Wollensak · Garrard
Sony · A.R. Inc.
Concord · Wharfedale

NU Prof Speaks on Africa

Professor Gwendolen M. Carter, Director of African Studies at Northwestern University, spoke here Friday on the struggle for human rights in tropical and southern Africa. In addressing the group of about fifty students and faculty members, Professor Carter concentrated upon South Africa, a country notorious for its apartheid system, and one whose strong economy enables it to heavily influence neighboring countries.

"The principal difference between racial discrimination in the United States and South Africa is that South African Laws enshrine discrimination," she asserted.

Causess and Consequences

Last Tuesday Dr. Herman Kahn, director of the Hudson Institute, examined lower middle class white attitudes in a talk in the Library Auditorium.

Fifty Black students paraded onto the field at the Georgia Tech game carrying banners challenging the yellow-white makeup of the Notre Dame "community" and its lack of responsiveness to Afro-American demands.

Dr. Kahn, speaking of ethnic Whites in America, pointed to the fact that these people loudly deny being prejudiced, but that at least two-thirds of them have latent racial feelings which can be touched off by events such as school busing and militant demonstrations.

The Afro-American students, many of them shouting f Anti: in the air in the fashion of Tommie Smith and John Carlos at the Olympic games, began to parade around the stadium, chanting "Boo Notre Dame" as they passed the midfield stands occupied by prominent alumni and friends of the University.

According to Dr. Kahn, nobody is born prejudiced, but attitudes are picked up from elders at a relatively early age. Experience and encounter sometimes adds to feelings, but overall people are instinctively in what they believe.

Professor Kahn said that the South End of the stadium, the Black students continued to be jeered. However, as they went by the Georgia Tech section, the catcalls slackened by some accounts.

"Dr. Kahn contended at one point that Northerners, people used to the Black man, may actually react in much milder manner than some Northerners being exposed to Black activism for the first time."

At the demonstration completed around the field, they again neared the Notre Dame cheering section. The booing grew, and cries of "Dary Nigger" were heard with increasing frequency.

An interesting contention of Kahn was that the lower middle class, while as a rule not practicing violence against persons, possesses a student loyalty to traditions.

 Having endured the jeers of the Notre Dame "men," the Black demonstrators climbed back into the stadium. The specific obscene remarks regarding color and legitimacy ceased, but a low chorus of boos persisted. Instead of taking their places in the stands and cheering the team as it went out to do battle with the boys from Tech, the Afro-American students made their way through an exit and out of the cheering section. As they left, people jeered them, bellowing "Aren’t you gonna stay and root for your team?"

A final observation of Kahn on the lower middle class concerned loyalty to symbols. According to the Hudson Institute director, Chicago police had no objections to bashing in heads of demonstrators in August, but that tears came to their eyes at the burning of an American flag.

With the Black students gone, student attention shifted to the playing of "America the Beautiful" on the field. Where minutes before there had been cursing and liquor bottles warring, now there was solemnity. The color guard slowly crossed the field as the announcer detailed the liberties we Americans hold true. Throughout the stadium eyes were uplifted and chins held firm. They, majestically, the band struck up the National Anthem. Throughout the playing, the crowd sang along and one of the most outstanding moments was the moment the words "Land of the Free and Home of the Brave" at the conclusion. Tears came to the eyes of many.
Elston Speaks to Small Crowd

Last evening, in the library auditorium, Dr. Gerhard A. Elston addressed a very small group of listeners on the American role in Vietnam. Elston is presently Director for Vietnam Affairs of the National Council of Churches.

Demonstrating a remarkable insight and grasp of the incredibly complex situation that is Vietnam, Dr. Elston shattered American myths about the war, and looked primarily at the Vietnamese to their fate in the conflict, in which they are the only losers. To illustrate this, he quoted two verses popular in American life. “Americans burn our homes to the ground, our army plunders them, and the Viet Cong are assassins.”

According to Elston, the people are caught in the middle, with utterly no way out of the problem. This is partially due to the hopelessly divided social and political structure in Vietnam, according to Dr. Elston. “The American people are ignorant of the realities of Vietnam,” he emphasized. “The only answers are complex ones, and the American people, along with their political leaders, are not ready to accept this.”

Open Senate Hearing Tonight

The Committee for the Definition of the Senate will meet tonight at 8 pm in the Library Auditorium, chairman Fred Dedrick announced yesterday. “We regret any inconvenience caused by the change,” said Dedrick, referring to the original scheduling of the meeting for last night.

The date of the meeting was changed after posters had been printed and after a story on it had been published in The Observer. The Committee was formed by SPI. Ronnie said that one of the reasons for the committee was to define the Senate’s role in relation to that of the Student Life Council, as well as to decide whether or not the Senate should discuss extra-campus issues.

EXCEPTIONAL EARNING OPPORTUNITY

Science teachers or science graduates to teach and travel in a science lecture program of nuclear education presented to secondary schools throughout the United States. During each full week of travel, science educators are paid $63 subsistence, $25 premium pay and lodging cost plus a minimum base salary of $600 monthly. Vehicle is provided (with credit card).

Qualifications: Degree in science or science education; Capable of extensive travel; Good health and speaking ability.


For application and further information, write:

OAK RIDGE ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES

P.O. Box 117
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Irish Frosh Remain Unbeaten

By MIKE PAULIN

There were some new faces in the Notre Dame-Tennessee freshman football clash. Enjoying front row seats were: Mike Patulski, Bob Britton, and Walt Pasutski, three of Notre Dame's promising defense stop the Volunteers 15-6. The victory enabled coach Frank Coughlin to complete a third undefeated season, and bring his lifetime record to 2-0. The Irish defense limited Tennessee to 256 total offense yards. This was the second highest total for the Volunteers this season.

By GREG WINGENFELD

Keenan took advantage of a last-minute punt for a strong OFF Team campus for the Interhall Football championship. The score was 6-0 in an overtime period. Keenan was the keynote of the ND Icers Split Two.

Notre Dame's hockey team split the two games in its intramural battle over the weekend at Bird Arena on the Ohio University campus. The ND-rookie dominated Irish capped an 8-7 overtime Friday night, followed by a 5-3 de- decision Saturday, exactly, "If we're just one of the levels, let's try it out, the option". On one took him up, but an option to the left produced a fumble, pounced on by Patulski.

The offense was something less than overpowering, handing together two sustained scoring drives. After an initial exchange of punts, ND took off on a 69-yard march culminating in Tom Gatewood's one-yard TD plunge. The Irish would have scored seven more points had not +-yard unfortunate interference call put the Vols on midfield. A Phil Pierce pass and Andy Bennett's 12-yard scamper brought the ball to the 25. Quarterback Pierce rolled right and kept on rolling, down to the ND four. After a yard loss, one presbox punt caller did not have the legs to fight the Volunteers defense stop the Volunteers 15-6. The victory enabled coach Frank Coughlin to complete a third undefeated season, and bring his lifetime record to 2-0. The Irish defense limited Tennessee to 256 total offense yards. This was the second highest total for the Volunteers this season.

Ticket Sale Announced

Notre Dame students who are area residents, or who will remain on Campus during Christmas vacation will have an opportunity to purchase tickets for the three home basketball games of the preseason period. Minnesota, December 16; Indiana, December 21; and St. Peter's, January 4. A block of 500 tickets at a cost of $1.00 each will be available to students on a first come basis. There is a block of 100 tickets available for student per person. Interested students must present their ID cards at the Athletic and Convocation Center Ticket Sales Window beginning Monday, December 2.

Cagers Ranked 4th

Notre Dame is ranked No. 4 in the Associated Press preseason basketball ratings released yesterday. The Associated Press International will not announce the results of its pre-season poll until Dec. 2.

On a fourth and ten situation at the 18-yard line, Joe Simpson, Keenan safety, picked a fumble out of the air and escorted it 42 yards to the Irish 2 yard line. But four running plays netted Tennessee only half the required distance. Undaunted, Pierce put his mates on the board with 4:52 left to play. After a successful recovery, he lobbed a 21-yard scoring strike to his tailback, Roger McKinley. A pass play failed to net the extra two points.

Terry McGann may have been the crowd favorite.
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